How to Use the Leadership Collection

The Leadership Collection was inspired by, and initiated with support and in collaboration with, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. It is a multi-media library of management and leadership materials curated for academic leaders. The Collection is accessible via the Internet, and is updated regularly.

The Collection contains a variety of resource categories, as follows.

“Just In Time”: I am looking for a reminder - or some immediate help

Quick Tips—each document sets out a handful of bullets distilling the most important aspects of a leadership issue.

Checklists—memory prompters to help leaders ensure nothing gets missed where process counts.

Scripted Videos—illustrations for specific leadership challenges; for visual learners and to reinforce the written material.

“Deep Dive”: resources for developing deeper knowledge

Expert Videos—interviews with, and presentations by, experts and authorities.

Executive Briefings—a summary for busy leaders of the most important aspects of a given topic, including what’s in the current literature.

Annotated Bibliographies—a more comprehensive set of references on a topic, summarized individually.

Case Studies—these illustrate the topic at hand using a practical example.

Podcasts—in the planning stages, these are envisaged to provide an audio-only format for expert commentary and potentially the executive briefings also.

Self-Assessments—also in the planning stages, self-assessments will reinforce learning on the topic.

Leadership Bookshelf—for the longer-term, travel, and reflection, these are additional references for those wishing to extend their knowledge further.